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There's a fair amount of game for the
money. You can play the game in 1-6
player co-op, however the characters

spawn as a random amount of
pheromones, depending on how

much you have. You are limited by
the number of pheromones you have.

If you're playing in co-op you must
have enough pheromones to give

each character some and they must
have enough to get the upgrades.

The characters cannot leave a room
the level they're in, instead they can
move to the next room, giving them,
and you, access to other rooms in the
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house. This can be annoying because
you can be in a room with 200 or 300
pheromones and no way to open any

doors to get to the room you're in.
This can seriously hurt, especially
when there are rooms that players
can go to the next room by. Unlike

other eroge games where no matter
what the story mode, you have some
sort of mini-game to get to next, in
Project X: Love Potion Disaster you

get no mini-games in the story mode.
It just dumps you right into the next
scene in the mode and throws you
straight into it. It might take you a

while to get to those mini-games, but
you only get them when you unlock

the story mode. Project X: Love
Potion Disaster is interesting, and has

a story mode, several characters,
several unlockable minigames, mini-
games, and modes. The characters

are all drawn from other Sonic
characters but all have their own look
and personality and the sex scenes

are extremely well animated. Project
X: Love Potion Disaster is a side-

scrolling beat 'em up set in the world
of Sonic. Featuring characters from

the franchise, the players are given a
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task to fight the game's main
antagonist Dr. Robotnik. The game is

available to play in both full and
minigames modes with the additional

character. ProjectX: Love Potion
Disaster is full of content like the
game's movement, attack, and

counter system. Players can upgrade
their character by using the
experience points. As well as

purchase new weapons, the player
can unlock charms for their

characters such as the special power
up. The game also supports save

states with up to 3 online highscores.
Additional unlockable content is also

accessible to players within the
game's unlockable gallery.

Project X Love Potion Disaster Enable Cheats

Project X: Love Potion Disaster (aka
Action in Moscow in Japan) is an adult

side scrolling beat 'em up game
featuring characters from Sega's

Sonic the Hedgehog and fan
characters made by Zeta Team, the
leaders of said team are NeoEclipse
and Zeta R-02. Stepteen is making
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her project lesbian love potion for her
science fair.Suddenly,her stepmom
accidentally drinks it.Stepmom tells
her stepteen sorry and she will help

her collect data about her
project.They start kissing and licking

their pussies. Genre: 2D game, 2DCG,
Anal sex, Animated, Combat, Female
protagonist, Futa, Gay, Handjob, Male

protagonist, Oral sex, Parody,
Pregnancy,Romance, Side-scroller,

Tentacles, Titfuck, Vaginal sex Project
X: Love Potion Disaster Version 7. The
player has been captured by Doctor

Eggman, alongside several other
Mobians, during one of his invasions.

Unfortunately, Pili and Mili, two
assistants of Dr. Rounin Yoshin, who
are working on a secret project of a
love potion, accidentally drop too

much of Dr.Akaris pheromon in their
concoction when their facility rumbles

from the chaos Doctor Eggman is
ensuing on the city. project x love
potion disaster, cream, amy rose,

tails, rouge the bat. Genre: 2D game,
2DCG, Anal sex, Animated, Combat,

Female protagonist, Futa, Gay,
Handjob, Male protagonist, Oral sex,
Parody, Pregnancy,Romance, Side-
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scroller, Tentacles, Titfuck, Vaginal
sex Project X: Love Potion Disaster

Version 8. The player has been
captured by Doctor Eggman,

alongside several other Mobians,
during one of his invasions.

Unfortunately, Pili and Mili, two
assistants of Dr. Akari who are

working on a secret project of a love
potion, accidentally drop too much of
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